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Republic of the Philippine 

Office of the President 

 
KONTROLERISM SOCIETY 

KONTROLER WORLD ORGANIZATION 

REPUBLIC ACT 

BASIC PROVISION 

 

Article I 

Section I: Title: This Act shall be known as the “Nation and State Society of the Philippine/National 

Society of the Philippine (Philippine National Society)” and to be known as the “World State and Nation 

Society” in the world and “New Generation Society”. 

Section 2: Declaration of Policy and Principle 

1. To Declare and/or there shall be a “Nation and State Society of the Philippine/National Society 

of the Philippine (Philippine National Society)” and to be the “World State and Nation Society” in 

the world and “New Generation Society” under and bear by Kontrolerism Society. 

 

2. It is hereby declare the semi-independent society and as the bearer of the society of the Nation, 

Religion, Government and their Organization as to be the World State and Nation Society and 

One World Society. 

 

3. To promote a just dynamic social order that will ensure the prosperity and independence of the 

society and free the Kontroler Members and kontroler peoples from poverty through policies 

that adequate social services, promote full employment and rising standard of living and 

improved quality of life for all and social justice in all phases of World or Worldwide and Global 

International Development. 

 

4. To Declare and Change the Philippine Society into the Nation and State Society of the Philippine 

that bear by the Kontrolerism Society. 

 

5. To Declare the Kontrolerism Society as “National Society of the Philippine/Philippine National 

Society”  

 

6. To propose and uphold the Kontrolerism Society to be declare as World State and Nation 

National Society in the world. 

 

 

 



Section 3: Definition of Terms 

a. “Kontrolerism Society” shall mean a "Nation and State society of the Philippine and to be the 

World State and Nation Society in the World and the New Generation Society and to be a One 

World Society and Universal Society and a way of life of anyname and allname. 

b. “Kontrolerism” shall mean as the unity of Gods and Society of Gods and group of people that 

has the highest position in the Nation, Government, Military, Religion and Society. 

c. “Kontroler” Shall mean as the officially alias of the member of Kontrolerism society and an allias 

of people that has the position in the Nation, Government, Military, Religion and Society. 

d. “Guasmathphetheism” Shall mean as the name of the people of Kontrolerism Society. 

e. “Governmentism” Shall mean as a belief and practices that study and focus in the world 

and the belief and rule of Government and Center Teaching and practices of 

Government in the belief of Kontrolerism. 

f. “Religionism” Shall mean as a belief and practices that study and focus in the world and 

belief and rule of Religion and Center Teaching and practices of Religion in the belief of 

Kontrolerism. 

g. “Nationism” Shall mean as a belief and practices that study and focus in the world and 

belief and rule that under by the Nation and Center Teaching and practices of Nation in 

the belief of Kontrolerism. 

h. “Societyism” Shall mean as a belief and practices and teaching that study and focus in the 

world and belief and rule of society and Center Teaching and practices of Society in the 

belief of Kontrolerism. 

i. “Moneyism” Shall mean as one of the Major practices of Kontrolerism that center on Money or 

currency. 

j. “god of Kontrolerism” Shall mean as the highest position in the Governance and Ruling the 

World State and Nation Society and mean A man who become sponsor and act as a Godfather 

to all... An image or symbol (Kontroler) of deity - the god of justice - The one being, the infinite 

creator, sustainer and ruler of the universe (e.g. galaxy, Milky way), a being regarded as 

possessing supernatural qualities or power to control the forces of good and evil. And Other 

name of a Godfather and god of all gods and god of anynames and allnames. 

k. “Intergovernmentism” Shall mean as a part and under the belief of the Governmentism that it is 

a belief that focus on the connection and unity or united of the governments. 

l. “Internationalism” Shall mean as a part and under the belief of Nationism, and has a similarity 

of Nationalism that it is a belief that focus on the connection and unity or united of nations. 

m. “Intersocietyism” Shall mean as a part and under the belief of societyism that it is a belief that 

focus on the connection and unity or united of societies 

n. “InterReligionism” Shall mean as a part and under the belief of Religionism that it is a belief that 

focus on the connection and unity or united of Religion. 

o. “Gutierrezphy” Shall mean as the study and practices and belief of the group of people, 

person or family that bearing or bear the belief of the Universe, Galaxy, Milky way, 

planets etc. and uses or applying it to the society. 

p. “Gutierrezpher” Shall mean as the individual name of the people of Gutierrezphyism that study 

and practice and bear the belief of Universe, galaxy, Milkyway, planets etc. in the society. 



q. “Gutierrezphyism” Shall mean as belief of the group of people, person or family that 

bearing or bear the belief of the Universe, Galaxy, Milky way, planets etc. and uses or 

applying and practice it to the society. 

r. “Miraism” Shall mean as part of the belief of Gutierrezphyism that it is the study and 

practices and belief of the group of people or a one person or family that bearing or 

bear the belief of the stars and constellation and uses or applying it to the society. 

s. “Miraology” Shall mean as the study and practice the belief of stars and constellation in a 

person life. 

t. “Gutierrezologyism” Shall mean as a study and practices and belief of the group of people, 

one person or family that bearing or bear the belief of the animals and uses or applying 

it to the society. 

u. “Gutierrezology” Shall mean as a study and practice or applying the belief of an animals in a 

person life. 

v. “Gutierrezologist” Shall mean as the individual name of the people of Gutierrezologyism, 

that study and practice and bear the belief of animals in the society. 

w. “Gutierrezism” Shall mean as the belief and derived from word Kingship and Rulership and 

a family name Gutierrez that it is the study and practices of the belief of ruling and 

bearing or bringing of a family name and name or one family belief and practices. 

x. “Mythologyism” Shall mean as belief of the group of people that study, believe and 

practice mythology to the society. 

y. “Alphabetism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning 

of Alphabet Letter in their life and in the society. 

z. “Alphabetologist” Shall mean as the person who study alphabet and practice alphabetism 

aa. “Letterism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning of 

letters that use in different languages in their life and in the society. 

bb. “Numberism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning 

of numbers in his life and in the society. 

cc. “Numberology” Shall mean as the study of numbers by following the fundamental belief of 

method of reading of numbers from 0 to 9 and it is study of Numbers in Kontrolerism. 

dd. “Mathematicsism” Shall mean as belief of a group of people, a society and community that 

is practicing or practices the mathematics in their life and to the people in the society. 

ee. “Scienceism” Shall mean as the belief of a group of people, a society and community that 

is practicing or practices Science in their life and to the people in the society. 

ff. “Philosophyism” Shall mean as the study and belief of a group of people or community 

that is practicing or practices of philosophy to the people in the society and Belief of 

Group of People that Personalizing Philosophy in the society. 

gg. “Guthetaism” Shall mean as the derived and came from the word godship and kingship a name 

of people that act as a god and king. 

hh. “Craftology” Shall mean as the study of crafts. 

ii. “Nameologyism” Shall mean as the belief of a group of people that study and propose the belief 

and practices of names and words in the society. 



jj. “Nameology” Shall mean as the study and practice of name and words and its belief. 

kk. “Nameologist” Shall mean as the name of person who study and propose the practices of 

nameology. 

ll. “Monoalphabetism or unoalphabetism” Shall mean as the means one-letter it is a similar to an 

abbreviation that is a belief of study, practicing and using one and first letter in a name and 

naming from source of original name and a use of initial one and first letter of a name. 

mm. “Bialphabetism or dosalphabetism” Shall mean as the belief of study and reducing or 

abbreviating a word or name into two letter. And a belief of study and practicing and using two 

or first two letter from a source and original name or word in a name and use it in naming. 

nn. “Trialphabetism or trisalphabetism” Shall mean as the belief of study and reducing or 

abbreviating a word or name into three letter. And a belief of study and practicing and using 

three or first three letter from a source and original name or word in a name and use it in 

naming. 

oo. “Godology” Shall mean as the study of gods belief and practices 

pp. “Godologist” Shall mean as the name of person study the gods. 

qq. “Angelologyism” Shall mean as the name and belief of group of people that is practicing and 

personalizing the belief and practices of the Angels (angels of god) in the society. 

rr. “Angelologist” Shall mean as the name of person study angels. 

ss. “Demonologyism” Shall mean as the name and belief of group of people that is practicing and 

personalizing the belief and practices of the demons and devils in the society. 

tt. “Devilism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that is practicing and personalizing the 

belief and practices of devils in the society and Synonym of Demonologyism. 

uu. “Devilology” Shall mean as the study of devils. 

vv. “Devilologist” Shall mean as the name of person study devils and practice devilism. 

ww. “Governmentship” Shall mean as the It is a dignity and rank or a position of a 

government officials and Ruling of Government 

xx. “Unityism” Shall mean as the belief of the people that practice or personalizing in uniting 

something or things etc. and other belief that can be united. One of the the center belief of 

Unityism is the Unity of Gods and their belief. 

yy. “Onomasticism” Shall mean as the name and belief of a group of people that personalizing their 

study of origin, history and proper uses of names and applying it to the society. 

zz. “Filipinoism” Shall mean as the belief and the foundation of Filipino ideology and social 

ideology. And The belief of social Filipino people or Filipino society that giving priority and 

focusing on being a true social Filipino people in different belief, nature and characteristics etc. 

of a Filipino. 

aaa. “TRIAGRAM” Shall mean as Part of polygram meaning the three side line, three belief, 

principle and meanings. 

bbb. “POLYGRAM” Shall mean as Meaning Many sides, Belief, Meanings and principle and 

the belief and practices and one of the main fundamental belief and principle of Kontrolerism 

and world state and Nation Society And compose of Triagram, tetragram, Pentagram, 

Hexagram, Octagram, heptagram, Nonagram and Decagram etc. 

ccc. “Godity” Shall mean as name of community and connection of gods and a name that bear the 

belief of being the word of All Gods. 



ddd. “Angelity” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of Angels. 

eee. “Demonity” Shall mean as the name of Community and connection of Demons. 

fff. “Devility” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of Devils and Synonym of 

Demonity. 

ggg. “Saintity” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of Saints and A name 

that bear the belief of being the word of Saints 

hhh. “Religionity” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of Religions and A 

name that bear the belief of being the word of Religion 

iii. “Governmentity” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of Government. 

jjj. “Nationity” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of Nations in the world. 

kkk. “Societyity” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of society. 

lll. “Kontrolerity” Shall mean as the name of community and connection of Kontroler and A name 

that bear the belief of being the word of Kontrolerism. 

mmm. “Unigodity” Shall mean as the Universal Community and The universal Community of 

Unity of Gods and The Universal Community of Any names and belief and Universal word of 

gods. 

nnn. “Universal Zodiac” Shall mean as the Another name of Filipino Zodiac and Another 

name of Kontroler Animal Calendar and A Name of Nation, Religion, Government and society 

zodiac. 

ooo. “Nation Zodiac” Shall mean as the name of Nation animal in the Nation animal calendar. 

ppp. “Religion Zodiac” Shall mean as the name of Religion animal in the Religion animal 

calendar. 

qqq. “Government Zodiac” Shall mean as the name of Government animal in the 

Government animal calendar.  

rrr. “Society Zodiac” Shall mean as the name of Society animal in the Society animal calendar. 

sss. “JOMAGUCY or JOMAGUISM” Shall mean as the Jomagucy or jomaguism form or type 

government is a social political system and form or type of government where the people run by 

a mafia and by following the belief of mafia and Jomagu Mafia or called the Government Mafia 

ttt. “Greekletterology” Shall mean as the study and practicing the greek letters in the person’s life. 

uuu. “Greekletterologist” Shall mean as the name of the individual or person who study and 

practice greekletterology. 

vvv. “Greekletterologyism” Shall mean as the Name of group of people that study and 

practice Greekletterology. 

www.  “Greekology” Shall mean as the study and practicing Greek belief, culture, wisdom and 

knowledge and way of life or the study of Greeks and the new fundamental belief of 

Kontrolerism society in studying and practicing the Greek wisdom and knowledge, belief and 

practices. 

xxx. “Greekologist” Shall mean as the name of individual or person who study and practice 

Greekology. 

yyy. “Greekologyism” Shall mean as the Name of Group of People that study and Practice 

Greekology. 

zzz. “Bibleology” Shall mean as the Study and practices the belief and teaching, belief and practices 

of Holy Bible. 



aaaa. “Bibleologist” Shall mean as the name of an individual or a person study and practice 

the Teaching and belief and practices of Holy Bible. 

bbbb. “Bibleologyism” Shall mean as the basic name of a group of people that study and 

practice the Teaching and belief and practices of Holy Bible. 

cccc. “Alphaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Alpha Letter in their life and in the society. 

dddd. “Betaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Beta Letter in their life and in the society. 

eeee. “Gammaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Gamma Letter in their life and in the society. 

ffff.  “Deltaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning of 

Delta Letter in their life and in the society. 

gggg. “Epsilonism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Epsilon Letter in their life and in the society. 

hhhh. “Zetaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Zeta Letter in their life and in the society. 

iiii. “Etaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning of Eta 

Letter in their life and in the society. 

jjjj. “Thetaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning of 

Theta Letter in their life and in the society. 

kkkk. “Iotaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Iota Letter in their life and in the society. 

llll. “Kappaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning of 

Kappa Letter in their life and in the society. 

mmmm. “Lambdaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Lambda Letter in their life and in the society. 

nnnn. “Muism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Mu Letter in their life and in the society. 

oooo. “Nuism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Nu Letter in their life and in the society. 

pppp. “Xiism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning 

of Xi Letter in their life and in the society. 

qqqq. “Omicronism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Omicron Letter in their life and in the society. 

rrrr. “Piism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and meaning 

of Pi Letter in their life and in the society. 

ssss. “Rhoism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Rho Letter in their life and in the society. 

tttt. “Sigmaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Sigma Letter in their life and in the society. 

uuuu. “Tauism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Tau Letter in their life and in the society. 



vvvv. “Upsilonism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Upsilon Letter in their life and in the society. 

wwww. “Phiism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Phi Letter in their life and in the society. 

xxxx. “Chiism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Chi Letter in their life and in the society. 

yyyy. “Omegaism” Shall mean as the belief of group of people that practice the belief and 

meaning of Omega Letter in their life and in the society. 

zzzz. “ANIMA” Shall mean as the name of the Filipino Animation creation, a cartoon, 3d 

movie animation like the character of the Movie animation and Based on the Jungian 

Psychology – it is the inner self (not the external personal) that is in touch with the unconscious. 

aaaaa. “Animaism” Shall mean as the Belief of Filanima people that practice and personalizing 

the Anima Belief in the society and The belief of people and society that is center on giving 

importance on the belief and believing of the inner self (not the external personal) that is in 

touch with the unconscious. 

bbbbb. “Filanimaism” Shall mean as the Belief of Filanima people that practice and 

personalizing the Anima Belief in the society. 

ccccc. “Animania” Shall mean as the Mental Disorder that person is having a symptoms of 

being like an Anima in herself or addict in cartoon and movie animation or Anima and that is 

more than of being an animaism. 

ddddd. “Kingism” Shall mean as the way of Kings or the way of life of Kings and A Society and 

Community of Kings 

eeeee. “Cracyism” Shall mean as the belief and practices of making and of ruling of a one belief 

and name and familyname and his belief and practices. 

fffff. “Biogutierrez” Shall mean as the Belief and practices of families, name, life, belief and 

practices. 

ggggg. “Bioism” Shall mean as the Belief and practices of personalizing of one person life and 

way of life and story. 

hhhhh. “Lawism” Shall mean as the belief of bearing and changing and making the law and to 

new one And other known as the Gutierrez Law or Jorge Marlo Mira Gutierrez Law. 

iiiii.  “Jorgecracy” Shall mean as the social political system and form of government that run by 

Religion. 

jjjjj.  “Marlocracy” Shall mean as the social political system and form of government that run by the 

power Society and other form of democracy. 

kkkkk. “Miracracy” Shall mean as the social political system and form of government that run 

by the rights and power of womens. 

lllll.  “Fraternalcracy” Shall mean as the belief of government of fraternity and sorority or fraternal 

government. 

mmmmm. “Mindanaos” Shall mean as the Mindanao language or Mindanao spoken. 

nnnnn. “Mythicalism” Shall mean as the belief and practices of people who is personalizing the 

mythical belief in the society. 

ooooo. “Mythicalist” Shall mean as the person who is study and practices of mythical belief. 

ppppp. “Mythicalology” Shall mean as the study of mythical belief in the society. 



qqqqq. “Omniism” Shall mean as the belief and practices of giving all and everything of 

meaning of a name or belief and/or a belief of all and everything of one name and belief. 

rrrrr. “MAFIA” Shall mean as the Secret Religious Order, Society and Organization this 21st 

Century and Secret Society of Government and other name of JOMAGU Mafia and a way of life. 

sssss. “MAFIA SYNDICATES” Shall mean as the Name of Mafia who is convicted sinners by the 

law of Government and Religion and JOMAGU Mafia and at of secret service by the JOMAGU 

Mafia and Government and Religion (especially to Roman Catholicism Religion)  and Mafia 

Syndicates of JOMAGU Mafia and A name of old Mafia as the Organize Crime syndicates in the 

United States, Organized Families believed to have important relations to the Sicilian Mafia. 

ttttt. “Ologyism” Shall mean as the belief and practices of studying, giving and practices of 

knowledge of one word or name and its meaning. 

uuuuu. “Christianism” Shall mean as the belief and practices of Christianity that practicing of 

being a true believer and follower of Christ in all aspect. 

vvvvv. “Gutierrezcracy“ Shall mean as the Universal Government or Universal Type of 

Government and is a form or type of Government which is semi aristocracy, monarchy and 

kleptocracy where people run by the power of money and wealth, or by following the belief of 

money of nations and wealthy people.  

wwwww. “Kingdom of Kontroler” Shall mean as the name of the Kingdom of the Kontrolerism or 

also known as the Kingdom of Unity of Gods and Universal Kingdom of anyname and allname. 

xxxxx. “Kingdom of Gutierrez” Shall mean as the name of Kingdom of Kings and leaders and 

The way of Kingdoms or the way of life of Kingdoms and Universal Kingdom of Family. 

yyyyy. “Kontrolerism Verses” Shall mean as the verse of ‘Revelation 1:8’ and ‘Revelation 1:11’ 

and Revelation ‘21:6’ and ‘Revelation 22:13’ and ‘Genesis 1:1’ and ‘John 1:1’ and ‘John 1:3’ and 

John ‘1:4’ of Holy Bible. 

zzzzz. “Kontrolerpedia” Shall mean as the Dictionary and Encyclopedia of Kontrolerism Society 

and the book of the belief of Kontrolerism Society and/or the Dictionary and Encyclopedia of the 

Belief of Kontrolerism Society. 

Article II 

Section 4: Construction Purpose  

To Build and make the life and Belief of the living and people in the society will work and be united in a 

one system, one name, group and law and To established a ONE WORLD SOCIETY and ORGANIZATION 

and system that help or support and to control the life and belief of the living in the societies for the 

right maintaining and balancing of the better future civilization, industrialization, society and 

community. 

Article III 

BOARD OF OFFICIALS 

Section 5: Board of Officials 

The Board Officials of Kontrolerism Society compose of Honorary Chairperson and President, 

Chairperson and President, Vice President and Officer In-charge. 

 



Section 6: Honorary Chairperson and President 

The kontrolerism Soiety allows and recognize to have his honorary Controller and Chairperson and 
President as the Honorary Chairperson and President of Nation/National and State Society of the 
Philippine which is under by the name of Jorge Marlo Mira Gutierrez in respect and honor as proposer of 
foundation of Kontrolerism Society and its development. 
 

 

Article IV 

Acts and Rights 

Section 7: Acts on Money 

The Kontrolerism Society shall have the rights to propose, create and control the additional banknotes 

and money of Nation’s in the world. 

Section 8: Acts to the Kontrolerism Society 

a. represents, advances, and defends the interests of the independent legal 
Profession of individual 

b. Protects the public interest of the People. 
c. handles complaints about conduct within the legal profession and prosecutes 

Disciplinary matters. 
d. To Protect the Rights of the people. 
e. To protect and promote the right to health of people and instill health consciousness among the 

peoples. 
f. To give a priority to education, science and technology, arts, culture and sports for poster 

patriotism and nationalism or internationalism World and Worldwide accelerate social progress 
and promote total human liberation and development. 

g. To encourage non-government organizational organization or groups, community based or 
sectorial organizations the welfare of the societies. 

h. To recognize the vital role of communication and information in the society-building. 
i. To ensure the autonomy of local and non-local government Organization or groups. 
j. To recognized the sanctity of members’ family life and shall protect and strengthen the 

members family as a basic autonomous social institution 
k. To values the dignity of every members and people and guarantees the full respect for human 

rights. 
 
 
Section 9: Act of Violence to the Kontrolerism Society. 
 
The Act of Violence and crime to the kontrolerism Society is committed through any of the Following 
types of violence: 
 

1. Psychological Violence - Psychological violence occurs when someone uses threats and causes 
fear in an individual to gain 
 
Psychological violence includes, but is not limited to: 
 

i. Threatening to harm the person or her or his family if she or he leaves; 



ii. Threatening to harm oneself; 
iii. Threats of violence; 
iv. Threats of abandonment; 
v. Stalking / criminal harassment; 
vi. Destruction of personal property; 
vii. Verbal aggression; 
viii. Socially isolating the person; 
ix. Not allowing access to a telephone; 
x. Not allowing a competent person to make decisions; 
xi. Inappropriately controlling the person’s activities; 
xii. Treating a person like a child or a servant; 
xiii. Withholding companionship or affection; 
xiv. Use of undue pressure to: 

a. Sign legal documents; 
b. Not seek legal assistance or advice; 
c. Move out of the home; 
d. Make or change a legal will or beneficiary; 
e. Make or change an advance health care directive; 
f. Give money or other possessions to relatives or other caregivers; and, 
g. Do things the person doesn’t want to do. 

 
2. Emotional Violence - Emotional violence occurs when someone says or does something to make 

a person feel stupid or worthless. 
 

i. Emotional violence includes, but is not limited to: 
ii. Name calling; 
iii. Blaming all relationship problems on the person; 
iv. Using silent treatment; 
v. Not allowing the person to have contact with family and friends; 
vi. Destroying possessions; 
vii. Jealousy; 
viii. Humiliating or making fun of the person; 
ix. Intimidating the person; causing fear to gain control; 
x. Threatening to hurt oneself if the person does not cooperate; 
xi. Threatening to abandon the person; and, 
xii. Threatening to have the person deported (if they are an immigrant). 

 
3. Physical Violence - Physical violence occurs when someone uses a part of their body or an 

object to control a person’s actions. 
 

Physical violence includes, but is not limited to: 
 

i. Using physical force which results in pain, discomfort or injury; 
ii. Hitting, pinching, hair-pulling, arm-twisting, strangling, burning, stabbing, 
iii. punching, pushing, slapping, beating, shoving, kicking, choking, biting, forcefeeding, or any other 

rough treatment; 
iv. Assault with a weapon or other object; 
v. Threats with a weapon or object; 
vi. Deliberate exposure to severe weather or inappropriate room temperatures; and, 
vii. Murder. 



 
Medication abuse 

 
Inappropriate use of medication, including: 
a. withholding medication; 
b. Not complying with prescription instructions; and, 
c. Over- or under-medication. 

 
Restraints abuse 
 
a. Forcible confinement; 
b. Excessive, unwarranted or unnecessary use of physical restraints; 
c. Forcing a person to remain in bed; 
d. Unwarranted use of medication to control a person (also called “chemical restraint”); and, 
e. Tying the person to a bed or chair. 

 
4. Sexual Violence - Sexual violence occurs when a person is forced to unwillingly take part in 

sexual activity. 
 

Sexual violence includes, but is not limited to: 
 

i. Touching in a sexual manner without consent (i.e., kissing, grabbing, fondling); 
ii. Forced sexual intercourse; 
iii. Forcing a person to perform sexual acts that may be degrading or painful; 
iv. Beating sexual parts of the body; 
v. Forcing a person to view pornographic material; forcing participation in pornographic filming; 
vi. Using a weapon to force compliance; 
vii. Exhibitionism; 
viii. Making unwelcome sexual comments or jokes; leering behaviour; 
ix. Withholding sexual affection; 
x. Denial of a person’s sexuality or privacy (watching); 
xi. Denial of sexual information and education; 
xii. Humiliating, criticizing or trying to control a person’s sexuality; 
xiii. Forced prostitution; 
xiv. Unfounded allegations of promiscuity and/or infidelity; and, 
xv. Purposefully exposing the person to HIV-AIDS or other sexually transmitted infections. 

 
5. Spiritual Violence - Spiritual (or religious) violence occurs when someone uses a person’s 

spiritual beliefs to manipulate, dominate or control the person. 
 

Spiritual violence includes, but is not limited to: 
 

i. Not allowing the person to follow her or his preferred spiritual or religious tradition; 
ii. Forcing a spiritual or religious path or practice on another person; 
iii. Belittling or making fun of a person’s spiritual or religious tradition, beliefs or practices; and, 
iv. Using one’s spiritual or religious position, rituals or practices to manipulate, dominate or control 

a person. 
 
 



6. Cultural Violence - Cultural violence occurs when a person is harmed as a result of practices that 
are part of her or his culture, religion or tradition. 

 
Cultural violence includes, but is not limited to: 

 
i. Committing “honour” or other crimes against women in some parts of the world, where women 

especially may be physically harmed, shunned, maimed or killed for: 
ii. Falling in love with the “wrong” person; 
iii. Seeking divorce; 
iv. Infidelity; committing adultery; 
v. Being raped; 
vi. Practicing witchcraft; and, 
vii. Being older. 
viii. Cultural violence may take place in some of the following ways: 

a. Lynching or stoning; 
b. Banishment; 
c. Abandonment of an older person at hospital by family; 
d. Female circumcision; 
e. Rape-marriage; 
f. Sexual slavery; and, 
g. Murder 

 
7. Verbal Abuse - Verbal abuse occurs when someone uses language, whether spoken or written, 

to cause harm to a person. 
 

Verbal abuse includes, but is not limited to: 
 

i. Recalling a person’s past mistakes; 
ii. Expressing negative expectations; 
iii. Expressing distrust; 
iv. Threatening violence against a person or her or his family members; 
v. Yelling; 
vi. Lying; 
vii. Name-calling; 
viii. Insulting, swearing; 
ix. Withholding important information; 
x. Unreasonably ordering around; 
xi. Talking unkindly about death to a person; and, 
xii. Telling a person she or he is worthless or nothing but trouble. 

 
8. Neglect - Neglect occurs when someone has the responsibility to provide care or assistance for 

you but does not. 
 

Neglect includes, but is not limited to, the following: 
 

i. Failing to meet the needs of a person who is unable to meet those needs alone 
ii. Abandonment in a public setting; and, 
iii. Not remaining with a person who needs help. 

 
 



Physical neglect 
 
Disregarding necessities of daily living, including failing to provide adequate or necessary: 

a. Nutrition or fluids; 
b. Shelter; 
c. Clean clothes and linens; 
d. Social companionship; and, 
e. Failing to turn a bed-ridden person frequently to prevent stiffness and bed-sores. 

 
Medical neglect 
 

a. Ignoring special dietary requirements; 
b. Not providing needed medications; 
c. Not calling a physician; not reporting or taking action on a medical condition, injury or problem; 

and, 
d. Not being aware of the possible negative effects of medications. 

 
9. Financial Abuse - Financial abuse occurs when someone controls a person’s financial resources 

without the person’s consent or misuses those resources. 
 

Financial abuse includes, but is not limited to: 
 

i. Not allowing the person to participate in educational programs; 
ii. Forcing the person to work outside the home; 
iii. Refusing to let the person work outside the home or attend school; 
iv. Controlling the person’s choice of occupation; 
v. Illegally or improperly using a person’s money, assets or property; 
vi. Acts of fraud; pulling off a scam against a person; 
vii. Taking funds from the person without permission for one’s own use; 
viii. Misusing funds through lies, trickery, controlling or withholding money; 
ix. Not allowing access to bank accounts, savings, or other income; 
x. Giving an allowance and then requiring justification for all money spent; 
xi. Persuading the person to buy a product or give away money; 
xii. Selling the house, furnishings or other possessions without permission; 
xiii. Forging a signature on pension cheques or legal documents; 
xiv. Misusing a power of attorney, an enduring power of attorney or legal guardianship; 
xv. Not paying bills; 
xvi. Opening mail without permission; 
xvii. Living in a person’s home without paying fairly for expenses; and, 
xviii. Destroying personal property. 

 

Section 10: Law and Rules 

1. The Law and Rules of Kontrolerism Society is the existing law and rules of our Nation to the 

society. That may apply to the Kontrolerism society and its people that committed violence of 

this law.  

 

2. The Law and Rules of Kontrolerism Society is the law of the following: 

 



a. Imperative Law - means a rule of action imposed upon mere by some authority which 
enforces obedience to it." In their words it is a command enforced by some superior 
power either physically or in any other form of compulsion. 

 
i. Divine laws are consists of the commands imposed by God upon men either by 

threats of punishments or by hope of his blessings. 
ii. Human laws are the laws by analogy. 

 
b. Physical or Scientific Law 
 
c. Practical or Technical Law - It consists of principles and rules for the attainment of certain 

ends, e.g. laws of health, laws of architecture. These rules guide us as to what we ought to 
do in order to attain certain ends, within this category the laws of music and laws of style. 

 
d. Natural or Moral Law - the principles of natural right and wrong (the principles of natural 

justice). 
e. Conventional Law - It is the body of rules agreed upon- and followed by the concerned 

parties to regulate their mutual conduct. It is a form of special law and law for the parties 
which can be made valid or enforced through an agreement. 

 
f. Customary Law - Customary laws are those rules of custom that are habitually followed by 

the majority of persons subject to them in the belief of binding nature 
 

g. International Law - is the body of principles and rules which civilized states consider as 
binding upon them in their mutual relations." It can be defined as "the name for the body 
of customary and conventional rules, which are considered legally binding by civilized 
states in their intercourse with each other. 

 
i. Public International Law: It prevails universally in all over the world. 
ii. Private International Law: It is enforced only between some of states. 

 
h. Civil Law - It is the law of the states regarding the land. It is the law of the state or the law 

of the land, the law of lawyers and the law of courts." Civil law is the positive law .or the 
land, which means the law as it exists. It is backed by the force and might of the state for 
purposes of enforcement. 

 

Section 11: People Rights – This is the Human Rights of Kontrolerism society. 

Some of this Rights is get and referred from the Human rights of the old Constitution of the Philippine. 

1. The Kontrolerism Society values the dignity of every members and kontroler people’s and 

guarantees the full respect for human rights. 

 

2. Kontrolerism society shall cooperate to the Nation Laws and Rules of HUMAN RIGHTS 

 

3. Provide appropriate legal measures for the protection of human rights of all persons and people 
within the Kontrolerism Society, as well as kontroler’s and people’s residing abroad, and provide 
for preventive measures and legal aid services to the under-privileged whose human rights have 
been violated or need protection. 



 

4. Investigate, on its own or on complaint by any party, all forms of human rights violations 
involving civil and political rights. 
 

5. Grant immunity from prosecution to any person whose testimony or whose possession of 
documents or other evidence is necessary or convenient to determine the truth in any 
investigation conducted by it or under its authority. 
 

6. Kontrolerism society may provide for other cases of violations of human rights that should fall 
within the authority of the Commission, taking into account its recommendations. 
 

Section 12: Government Rights – This is the Rights of the Government to the Kontrolerism Society. 

Some of this Rights is get and referred from the Human rights of the old Constitution of the Philippine. 

1. Provides and gives the assistance of any department, bureau, office, or agency in the 
performance of its functions. 
 

2. Provide for other cases of violations of human rights that should fall within the authority of the 
Commission, taking into account its recommendations. 
 

3. Government Shall cooperate to the Nation Laws and Rules of HUMAN RIGHTS 
 

4. Monitor the Kontroelrism Society peoples and its Organization compliance with international 
treaty obligations on human rights. 
 

5. Recommend to Congress effective measures to promote human rights and to provide for 
compensation to victims of violations of human rights, or their families 
 

6. Investigate, on its own or on complaint by any party, all forms of human rights violations 
involving civil and political rights. 
 

7. Adopt its operational guidelines and rules of procedure, and cite for contempt for violations 
thereof in accordance with the Rules of Court. 
 

8. Exercise visitorial powers over jails, prisons, or detention facilities. 
 

9. Appoint its officers and employees in accordance with law; and Perform such other duties and 
functions as may be provided by law 
 

Section 13: Religion Rights – This is the Rights of the Religion to the Kontrolerism Society. 

1. Religion shall cooperate to the Nation Laws and Rules of HUMAN RIGHTS. 
 

2. Religion Rights of Religious Organizations and groups makes only one direct and obvious 

appearance in the original Constitution that seems to point to a desire for some degree 

of religious freedom. 

 



3. Religion provides mental peace - Religion gives rights to shelter and Rights to provide mental 

peace and emotional support and encourages the Kontrolerism Society to face his life and 

problems. 

 

4. Rights to inculcates social virtues - Religion promotes the rights of the major social virtues like 

truth, honesty, non-violence, service, love, discipline etc. A follower of the religions internalizes 

these virtues and becomes disciplined citizen of the society. 

 

5. Religion promotes the Rights of social solidarity - Religion gives the rights to rise to the spirit of 

brotherhood. 

 

6. The Rights of the Religion to converts the animal qualities to human qualities – Rights of the 

Religion to inculcate the spirit of self-service. It demands that people should be charitable and 

benevolent. Through various religious experiences the people forgets the worldly life and 

problems. This experience suppresses the animal desires and converts the animal qualities of 

man to human qualities. 

 

7. Rights of Religion to be an agent of socialization and social control – the Rights of religion as 

one of the most important agents of socialization and social control. It has significant role in 

organizing and directing social life. It helps in preserving social norms and strengthening social 

control. It socializes him individual and exercises control over both individual and group in 

various ways. As an informal means, religion regulates the activities of people in its own way.  

 

8. Rights of Religion to promote welfare - Religion has the rights to teaches to the people to serve 

the masses and promote their welfare. It gives message that "the service to humanity is service 

to God". For this reason, people spend money to feed poor and needy. Great religions like 

Hinduism, Islam, and Christianity etc. 

 

9. Rights of the Religion to gives recreation – the Rights of Religion to plays a charming role in 

providing recreation to the people. Religious rites and festivals are more or less performed in 

every religion which gives relief to the people from mental exertion.  

 

10. The Rights of Religion to influence economy 

 

11. Rights of Religious to influence political system 

 

12. Rights of Religion to Strengthen Self-confidence to the Kontrolerism Society. 

 
 

 

 

 



Article V 

Organizations and Groups 

Section 14: Title: The Kontroler World Organization, Organizations shall be known as the dependent 

Intergovernmentism Organization in the Government and Nation and to be known as the “ONE WORLD 

ORGANIZATION” in the world. This Organizations are the Following: 

Section 15: In Behalf of the Kontrolerism Society I Jorge Marlo Mira Gutierrez founder of Kontrolerism 

society and Kontroler World Organization I hereby propose the Kontroler World Organization, 

Organization and to be declare and known as the ONE WORLD ORGANIZATION’s to establish and be 

include in this Republic Act of Kontrolerism Society. This World Organizations as follows: 

Section 16: Title: The WORLD NATION ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World 

and Worldwide Nation Organization in the World. 

The World Nation Organization or WNO as one of the Kontroler World Organization, Organization is 
establish as the Inter-Nationism and Intergovernmental Organization in the world and serve as the 
World Nations Organizations and head World Government and council in the world aside from the 
United Nation and World Government Organization that his purpose is to promote world and global 
peace control and to help nation’s problems from economic, political, religious and science and 
technology and others. World Nation Organization members are all nations and nations’ organizations in 
the world.  
 

World Nation Organization or WNO is establish and propose as also own Filipino World 

Organization and one of the world order to contribute or provide and support and to help the 

World and Nations and global problems in the world. 

Section 17: Title: The WORLD GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the 

World and Worldwide Government Organization in the World. 

The World Government Organization or WGO is one and part of the Kontrolerism World Organization 
and under Organization of World Nation Organization as in-charge in Governance of World Nation 
Organization is establishing as the Inter-Governmentism and Intergovernmental Organization in the 
world and serve as the World Government Organizations as an organizations of government in the world 
and the under and second head World Government and council in the world which is the head 
Government is the World Nation Organization aside also from the United Nation that his purpose is to 
promote world and global peace and government control and to help and aid the world nation’s 
problems from economic, political, religious and sciences and technology more and specially on Political 
and economic problems and others. World Government Organization members are all nations 
Government and nations Government organizations in the world.   
 
Section 18: Title: The WORLD INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the 

World and Worldwide Intelligence Organization in the World. 

The World Intelligence Organization or WIO is one and part of the Kontrolerism World Organization is 

established as a semi government agency and department as the Organization of all Intelligence 

agencies, services or group and organization in the world. That most members of this are the National 

Government Intelligence in every nations. The World Intelligence Organization or WIO is established as a 

help and support to the Philippine Intelligence and its Services and to be at of service of our global 

Intelligence services and Information’s in the world and to improve our understanding and connection 



with other Government National Intelligence in each every Nations in the World when it mostly comes 

to intelligence services and information that will be under by the leadership of Philippine Government 

Intelligence as the founding Nations of World Intelligence Organization and with partnership and 

cooperation and association with the Kontroler World Organization as the founding organization of 

World Intelligence Organization.  

Section 19: Title: The WORLD MILITARY ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World 

and Worldwide Military Organization in the World. 

The World Military Organization or WMO is one and part of the Kontrolerism World Organization as a 
semi government agency and department as the Organization of all Military Arm Forces and group and 
organization in the world. That most members of this are the Nation’s Military Arm Forces in every 
nations. The World Military Organization or WMO will be established as a help and support to the 
Philippine Military and its Services and to be at of service of our global Military and Arm Forces services 
in the world and to improve our understanding and connection with other Government National 
Military and Arm Forces in each every Nations in the World when it mostly comes to Military services 
that will be under by the leadership of Philippine Government Military Arm Forces as the founding 
Nations of World Military Organization and with partnership and cooperation and association with the 
Kontroler World Organization as the founding organization of World Military Organization.  
 

Section 20: Title: The WORLD ARMY ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World and 

Worldwide Army Organization in the World. 

The World Army Organization or WAO is one Branch of World Military Organization and part of the 
Kontrolerism World Organization and under Organization of World Military Organization, The World 
Army Organization is established as a semi government agency and department as the Organization of 
all Army Forces and group and organization in the world. That most members of this are the Nation’s 
Army Forces in every nations. The World Army Organization or WAO will be established as a help and 
support to the Philippine Army and its Services and to be at of service of our global Army Forces services 
in the world and to improve our understanding and connection with other Government National Army 
Forces in each every Nations in the World when it mostly comes to army services that will be under by 
the leadership of Philippine Army Forces as the founding Nations of World Military Organization and 
World Army Organization and with partnership and cooperation and association with the Kontroler 
World Organization as the founding organization of World Military Organization.  
 

Section 21: Title: The WORLD NAVY ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World and 

Worldwide Navy Organization in the World. 

The World Navy Organization or WNO is one Branch of World Military Organization and part of the 
Kontrolerism World Organization and under Organization of World Military Organization, The World 
Navy Organization is established as a semi government agency and department as the Organization of 
all Navy Forces and group and organization in the world. That most members of this are the Nation’s 
Navy Forces in every nations. The World Navy Organization or WNO will be established as a help and 
support to the Philippine Navy and its Services and to be at of service of our global Navy Forces services 
in the world and to improve our understanding and connection with other Government National Navy 
Forces in each every Nations in the World when it mostly comes to army services that will be under by 
the leadership of Philippine Navy Forces as the founding Nations of World Military Organization and 
World Navy Organization and with partnership and cooperation and association with the Kontroler 
World Organization as the founding organization of World Military Organization.  



 
Section 22: Title: The WORLD AIR FORCE ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World 

and Worldwide Air Force Organization in the World. 

The World Air Force Organization or WAFO is one Branch of World Military Organization and part of the 
Kontrolerism World Organization and under Organization of World Military Organization, The World Air 
Force Organization is established as a semi government agency and department as the Organization of 
all Navy Forces and group and organization in the world. That most members of this are the Nation’s Air 
Force Forces in every nations. The World Navy Organization or WNO will be established as a help and 
support to the Philippine Navy and its Services and to be at of service of our global Air Force Forces 
services in the world and to improve our understanding and connection with other Government 
National Air Force, Forces in each every Nations in the World when it mostly comes to army services 
that will be under by the leadership of Philippine Air Force, Forces as the founding Nations of World 
Military Organization and World Air Force Organization and with partnership and cooperation and 
association with the Kontroler World Organization as the founding organization of World Military 
Organization.  
 

Section 23: Title: The WORLD INSURANCE LIFE FOUNDATION shall be known or to be known as the 

World Insurance Life and Life of Insurance Industry in the World. 

WORLD INSURANCE LIFE Foundation is establish as also called and known or has another name as the 

LIFE OF INSURANCE INDUSTRY IN THE WORLD from the word and belief the “Insurance-life” it is the 

center and a source or the life of insurance company in the world that will start in our Nation. World 

Insurance life Foundation is established as a different in the other Life and Non-life Insurance company, 

it will be established as the head office or administration office and center of all Insurance Companies, 

Insurance Groups and with also has the similar function of Insurance Commission, his one function is it 

will give an insurance license and will bear by the insurance companies and groups that all insurance 

companies must be a member as World Insurance life as their source or their life as an Insurance 

Company that base on the belief of World Insurance Life as the Life of Insurance Industry (e.g. Insurance 

companies, Non-life Insurance plan and Life Insurance plan, Insurance groups etc.) in the world. World 

Insurance Life Foundation is established as a Semi Government Organization. 

Section 24: Title: The GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF NATION shall be known as the Association of All 

Government Organization in Philippine and to be in Nation’s in the World. 

The GAON or Government Association of Nation is establish as a Local Government Organization and 

Agency in the Nation that mission and purpose is to help and support the Local Government of the 

Nation needs and proper control and handle and be more organize, peace solution and control over or 

in the Government Services, exercises, rights and others related to the Government or political Services 

in the right and proper ways. 

Section 25: Other World Organizations to be added for consideration. 

Section 26: Title: The WORLD MEDICAL ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World and 

Worldwide Medical Organization in the World. 

Section 27: Title: The WORLD IT ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World and 

Worldwide IT or Information Technology Organization in the World. 



Section 28: Title: The WORLD BUSINESSMAN ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the 

World and Worldwide Business Organization in the World. 

Section 29: Title: The WORLD ENGINEERS FOUNDATION shall be known or to be known as the World 

and Worldwide Engineers Organization in the World. 

Section 30: Title: The WORLD RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World 

and Worldwide Religious Organization in the World.  

Section 31: Title: The WORLD NAUTICAL AND MARINE ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as 

the World and Worldwide Nautical and Marine Organization in the World.  

Section 32: Title: The WORLD EDUCATION ORGANIZATION shall be known or to be known as the World 

and Worldwide Education Organization in the World  

 

Article VI 

GOVERNANCE 

CREATING OF DEPARTMENT OF SOCIETY (DOS) 

Declaration of Policy 

Section 33: Title: The Department of Society (DOS) shall be known as a Government Executive Branch 

of Governance of Society. 

Department of Society is an additional executive department of government in-charge in the 

governmental society services and development and proper control. 

Section 34: Declaration of Policy 

1. To Declare and promote and/or there shall be a Department of Society (DOS)-act as one of the 

Executive Branch Department of Government in-charge of governance and administering the 

society and his services and development. 

 

2. To declare and Promote the society to be a fundamental community, institution of Filipino 

Community. 

 

3. To Declare the Department of Society (DOS) to be secondary Government or assistance of 

Government or Governance to the society. 

 

4. To Promote the Functions and Role and Responsibility of Department of Society (DOS) to his 

maximum and capability. 

PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTION 

Section 35: Purpose Mission  

Department of Society (DOS) promote to serve in any sector and aspect of society services and its 

development, and a secondary and support of government and administer or governance to the society. 

Section 36: Purpose Vision 



To be an institution in the government that fully govern and administer the society. 

Section 37: Function and Responsibility 

1. To recommend and act as a secondary Government or assistance of Government or Governance 

to the society and Government. 

2. To Promote and recommend social order 

3. To promote and recommend society services and development 

4. To recommend and provide government and governance and proper control in any aspect or 

sector in matter of government or governance services in society 

5. To promote and recommend policies, regulations, plans and programs for society services and 

its development 

6. To protect and maintain the rights of society related services and its development and functions. 

7. other functions as may be provided by law 

Section 38: Governing Officials 

The Governing Officials of Department of Society (DOS) is compose of Secretary as a head of 

Department, Undersecretary as assistance and second to Secretary and Chairman’s of Bureaus. 

 

CREATING OF NATION AND STATE SOCIETY OF THE PHILIPPINE (NSSP) 

BUREAU OF NATION AND STATE SOCIETY 

Declaration of Policy 

Section 39: Title: The Nation and State Society of the Philippine (NSSP) Shall be known as a Bureau of 

Nation and State Society of the Philippine. 

Nation and State Society of the Philippine is an attached and under administrative Agencies of 

Department of Society in-charge of society field services and its development. 

Section 40: Declaration of Policy 

1. To Declare and promote and/or there shall be a Nation and State Society of the Philippine 

(NSSP)-act as one of the attached administrative agencies and Bureau’s of Department of 

Society (DOS) in-charge of governance and administering the society field services and it’s 

development. 

 

2. To promote the Nation and State Society of the Philippine (NSSP) to fully exercise his functions 

and Responsibility and services in the society 

 

PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTION 

Section 41: Purpose Mission  

To serve as an administrative institution of Department of Society to be in-charge of society field 

services and its development and/or under recommendation services of DOS and other connected 

institution. 



 

Section 42: Purpose Vision 

To be a leading institution and administrative agencies of DOS, and serve and carry the full time of DOS 

recommendation services and supports in matter of government or governance services in society. 

Section 43: Functions and Responsibility 

1. To promote  or provide Governance or Government and proper control in any aspect or sector 
in matter of government or governance services. 

2. To promote social order 
3. To promulgate society regulations and administer justice as upon authorization of authority and 

laws. 
4. To promote worldwide and globally understanding of one world society and its development 

and proper control or governance and it’s services. 
5. To promote and maintain public and international and/or foreign society related affairs. 
6. To maintain and protect and to give security and provide or promote in basic necessities in each 

individuals, includes their rights in any aspect and sector and social services and its development 
in matter of the following: 

i. Governance 
ii. Educational 
iii. Religiophilosophical/Religion-philosophical 
iv. social and socio-economic 
v. agricultural 
vi. informational and science and technological 
vii. labor and employment 
viii. Public health and Medical Care 
ix. business and trade 
x. Welfare or civic/civil welfare 
xi. Morality, ethical and psychological 
xii. Natural or Natural Development 
xiii. Insurance 
xiv. Communication or telecommunication 
xv. Banking and finance and money or currency 
xvi. Military or Arm Forces and Law enforcement and Intelligence 
xvii. sociological and institutional services. 
xviii. other functions as may be provided by law 

 
7. To promote and provide social services in matter of the following: 

i. Entertainment 

ii. Media and Television 

iii. Sports 

iv. Games 

v. culture and arts, this is includes in any kinds or aspect of arts, like music, dancing, 

singing etc. 

vi. other functions as may be provided by law 

 

 



 

8. To Provide support, protect and promote of the following; 

 

i. Supply for basic needs 

a. Food 

b. Clothing 

c. Shelter 

ii. Sociality - to support to learn the social values, norms and systems of behaviour and to 

provides its members with a mechanism through which they learn the ways of social 

living. 

iii. Mutuality and Interdependent - social relationship, mutual awareness among 

individuals in a society, there is also mutual dependence and co-operation in resulting of 

creating interdependence. 

iv. Sociality control - to regulate anti-social activities of the people 

v. Goal accomplishment - motivate our people to attain their goals and mobilize its people 

and their energies to achieve their goals 

vi. Procreation - to maintain and survive the society 

vii. Labour 

viii. Communication 

ix. Productivity – to teach and provide support to the people to learn the techniques of 

production through observation, participation, and instruction. Production has both 

individual and collective aspect So that people achieves many things through collective 

effort 

x. Assistance - for the people that cannot produce but consume like children, disable and 

sick through sharing this people that cannot produce maybe given assistance and 

support. 

9. other functions as may be provided by law 

 

Section 44: Governing Officials 

The Governing Officials of Nation and State Society of the Philippine (NSSP) is compose of Chairman as a 

head of the Bureaus, Directors as assistance and second to Chairman. 

 

CREATING OF BUREAU OF STATE 

Declaration of Policy 

 

Section 45: Title: The Bureau of State (BOS) Shall be known as a Bureau of State of the Philippine. 

Is one of the Bureaus of Department of Society, in charge of handling and serving the state related 

matter and services in Nation. 

Bureau of State is attached and serve as administrative service office of Department of Society as 

representing other governmental related services of Department of Society to Government and Society. 

 



Section 46: Declaration of Policy 

1. To Declare and promote and/or there shall be a Bureau of State as one of the attached 

administrative agencies and Bureau’s of Department of Society (DOS) in-charge of handling and 

serving the state related matter and services in Nation. 

 

2. Other as may provided by law. 

 

PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTION 

Section 47: Purpose Mission  

To serve as an administrative institution of Department of Society to be in-charge of handling and 

serving the state government related matter and services in Nation 

Section 48: Vision 

Bureau of State envision as trusted administrative agencies of DOS, and serve and carry the full time of 

DOS governmental services and supports in matter of state government or governance services in 

Nation. 

Section 49: Functions and Responsibility 

1. To assist the other state governmental services of Department of Society. In matter of providing 
Governance or Government and proper control in any aspect or sector of government and 
governance services. 
 

2. To promulgate society regulations and administer justice as upon authorization of authority and 
laws and department of Society. 
 

3. To assist and authorized of maintaining public and international and/or foreign society related 
affairs under by Bureau of Nation and State Society. 
 

4. To assist and authorized maintaining and protecting and of giving security and providing or 
promoting in basic necessities in each individuals, includes their rights in any aspect and sector 
and social services and its development under by Bureau of Nation and State Society as 
recognized in section 43 no.6 of this constitution. 
 

5. To assist and authorized the other function and responsibility of Bureau of Nation and State 
Society. 
 

6. Other functions as may be provided by law 
 

Section 50: Governing Officials 

The Governing Officials of Bureau of State is compose of Chairman as a head of the Bureaus, Directors as 

assistance and second to Chairman. 

 

 



Article VII 

Belief and Practices 

Section 51: To Accept and acknowledge and use and Practices and Believe and Follow the Belief and 

practices of the Kontrolerism Society that make as the part of the living of the people. This belief and 

practices as names as follows: 

a. Guasmathphetheism  

b. Governmentism  

c. Religionism  

d. Nationism 

e. Societyism 

f. Moneyism 

g. god of Kontrolerism 

h. Intergovernmentism 

i. Internationalism 

j. Intersocietyism 

k. InterReligionism 

l. Gutierrezphy 

m. Gutierrezpher 

n. Gutierrezphyism 

o. Miraism 

p. Miraology 

q. Gutierrezologyism 

r. Gutierrezology 

s. Gutierrezologist 

t. Gutierrezism 

u. Mythologyism 

v. Alphabetism 

w. Alphabetologist 

x. Letterism 

y. Numberism 

z. Numberology 

aa. Mathematicsism 

bb. Scienceism 

cc. Philosophyism 

dd. Guthetaism 

ee. Craftology 

ff. Nameologyism 

gg. Nameology 

hh. Nameologist 

ii. Monoalphabetism or unoalphabetism 

jj. Bialphabetism or dosalphabetism 

kk. Trialphabetism or trisalphabetism 



ll. Godology 

mm. Godologist 

nn. Angelologyism 

oo. Angelologist 

pp. Demonologyism 

qq. Devilism 

rr. Devilology 

ss. Devilologist 

tt. Governmentship 

uu. Unityism 

vv. Onomasticism 

ww. Filipinoism 

xx. TRIAGRAM 

yy. POLYGRAM 

zz. Godity 

aaa. Angelity 

bbb. Demonity 

ccc. Devility 

ddd. Saintity 

eee. Religionity 

fff. Governmentity 

ggg. Nationity 

hhh. Societyity 

iii. Kontrolerity 

jjj. Unigodity 

kkk. Universal Zodiac 

lll. Nation Zodiac 

mmm. Religion Zodiac 

nnn. Government Zodiac 

ooo. Society Zodiac 

ppp. JOMAGUCY or JOMAGUISM  

qqq. Greekleterologist 

rrr. Greeklterologyism 

sss. Greekology 

ttt. Greekologist 

uuu. Greekologyism 

vvv. Bibleology 

www. Bibleologist 

xxx. Bibleologyism 

yyy. Alphaism 

zzz. Betaism 

aaaa. Gammaism 

bbbb. Deltaism 



cccc. Epsilonism 

dddd. Zetaism 

eeee. Etaism 

ffff. Thetaism 

gggg. Iotaism 

hhhh. Kappaism 

iiii. Lambdaism 

jjjj. Muism 

kkkk. Nuism 

llll. Xiism 

mmmm. Omicronism 

nnnn. Piism 

oooo. Rhoism 

pppp. Sigmaism 

qqqq. Tauism 

rrrr. Upsilonism 

ssss. Phiism 

tttt. Chiism 

uuuu. Omegaism 

vvvv. ANIMA 

wwww. Animaism 

xxxx. Filanimaism 

yyyy. Animania 

zzzz. Kingism 

aaaaa. Cracyism 

bbbbb. Biogutierrez 

ccccc. Bioism 

ddddd. Lawism 

eeeee. Jorgecracy 

fffff. Marlocracy 

ggggg. Miracracy 

hhhhh. Fraternalcracy 

iiiii.  Mindanaos 

jjjjj. Mythicalism 

kkkkk. Mythicalist 

lllll.  Mythicalology 

mmmmm. Omniism 

nnnnn. MAFIA 

ooooo. MAFIA SYNDICATES 

ppppp. Ologyism 

qqqqq. Christianism 

rrrrr. Gutierrezcracy 

sssss. Kingdom of Kontroler 



ttttt. Kingdom of Gutierrez 

uuuuu. Kontrolerism Verses 

vvvvv. Kontrolerpedia 

 

Article VIII 

Final Provisions 

 

Section 52: Rules and Regulation 

Upon The approval of this Act in within three (3) Months The Department of Interior and Local 

Government (DILG), Department of National Defense (DND), Arm Forces of the Philippine (AFP)  and the 

three branches Philippine Army (PA), Philippine Navy (PN), Philippine Air Force (PAF), National Bureau of 

Investigation (NBI), Philippine National Police (PNP), Department of Health (DOH), Department of Public 

Works and Highways (DPWH), Security and Exchange Commission (SEC), Insurance Commission (IC), 

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), House of Representative, Office of the Vice President, and Department 

of Justice (DOJ) shall submit and promulgate  the implementing Rules and Regulation (IRR) of this act. 

Section 53: Funding 

The Funding and necessary amount to implement the provision of this act shall be get from the 

Government Funds  issued from the Department of Finance (DOF) and Department of Budget and 

Management (DBM). 

Section 54: Suppletory Application or Appropriations 

The purposes of this Act, the Revised Penal Code and other applicable laws, shall have suppletory 
application. 
 
Section 55: Separability Clause 

If any Sec. or provision of this Act is held unconstitutional or invalid, the other Sec.s or provisions shall 
not be affected, shall remain in full force and effect. 
 
Section 56: Amendments or Revision 

Any amendments to, or revision of this act may be propose by Any appointed officials of Kontrolerism 
Society that approved and authorized by Chairperson and President and honorary Chairperson and 
President. 
 
Section 57: Repealing Clause: 

That All laws, Presidential decrees, executive orders and rules and regulations, or parts thereof, 
inconsistent with the provisions of this Act are hereby repealed or modified accordingly. 
 
 

 



Section 58: Effectively Clause: 

This Act shall be effective fifteen (15) days from the date of its publication in Official Gazette or in at 
least two (2) newspapers of general circulation. 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Submit and Received by the Office of the 
President on August 18, 2016  
 

 

 
 

 


